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the film is about the complex india has seen in terms of its growth. it revolves around a young man from poor
background who grows up to become a mafia don. unfortunately he dares to challenge the established power who
become the target of his ire. a special mention is made of ganesh gaitonde aka gana, the hero. he is of malayali

origin. he translates as the "master of all the baddies". he becomes a don in a gang to reclaim his familys honour.
what makes it an ideal film for hindi tv and now a great hindi dub : his character is a classic hero with a touch of

humour and heart. he is the tragic hero of indian film, the one you root for. he is the obvious favourite. 96 is south
indian movie lovers biggest claim to fame. when two people fall in love, they hate to break up. it was a blissful

story in hindi dubbed, but what came was the showdown. the k.g.f chapter takes you to the heart of controversy
and political unrest. the cast : kajol, kunal and varun tej - the three leads from the film are all great in their own

way. their chemistry is what makes 96 the classic. when kajol joins, the romance is better than the original,
especially with varun tej. noteworthy characteristics : the movie is very similar to 1996 in terms of its visuals and
nostalgia. and 96 has a distinct feel when it comes to current south indian romantic flicks. kajol and varun tej are

lovebirds in the film and they are two of the most successful romantic team in hindi films. both of them dont
belong to any specific age bracket. they are both happily married and fully evolved in their life journeys. the

chemistry between the two is as good as it gets.
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gully boy is an upcoming 2020 indian hindi-language coming-of-age drama film directed by zoya
akhtar and written by herself and salim-sulaiman. the film stars alia bhatt and ranveer singh as the

leads, with siddhant chaturvedi, nawazuddin siddiqui, and raghubir yadav in supporting roles. it
follows the story of a young boy from the slums of mumbai, who dreams of stardom and one day

becomes a rapper. the film follows gully boy's journey from childhood to adulthood, from his humble
beginnings to his rise to success and eventual fame. jai lava kusa (2020) is an telugu hindi dubbed
movie. star cast in this movie is that jr ntr, tamannaah bhatia, prakash raj, shaam. film directed by
surender reddy. music given by devi sri prasad. a gangster who doesn't know the danger of the law
is determined to enjoy the luxuries of wealth. only a cop & his friend can stop him. when men leave
for the battlefield, their wives always think of them as their saviours. in war, husbands are supposed
to fight, leave their families and die. they are the ones who are brave and the ones who protect their

loved ones. sangamam is a 2004 tamil hindi dubbed movie and it tells the story of a man named
ramesh (rajinikanth) who is a soldier of the indian army. he is also a loving husband who leaves his

wife, akhila (kajol), to fight for india. in 96, the lead pair are played by taapsee pannu and arjun
kapoor. the script is so easy to follow and the emotions that they have to portray are so genuine and

natural that you cant help but fall in love with them as soon as you lay eyes on them. 96 is a
romance at its core but has enough humour to make it an enjoyably watchable film. we are here to

share with you some of the movies that we have gathered for you. a lot of movies are being
continuously added to this site so keep visiting us for all the movies. 5ec8ef588b
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